
 
 

 

1. Title: 

 

ICT Policy 

 

2. Purpose 

To ensure the proper use of Heolddu’s and Caerphilly County Borough Council’s internet 

facilities, hardware and software. This policy is application to all users, both staff and pupils. 

 

 

3. Policy 

 

3.1  Antivirus software and its use 

 The antivirus software used is McAfee’s Security VirusScan & Antispyware Enterprise 

8.8. All networked PCs and staff laptops have this installed as standard. 

 The antivirus software is updated automatically and regularly by the County. 

 

 

3.2  Procedures for the backing-up of data 

The school owns two Network Attached Storage boxes (NAS boxes). One of these is the ‘live’ 

box and this stores all of the pupils and staff files, the curriculum and office drives. This box is 

located in the ICT office. Each night the data from the live box is copied to a backup NAS box 

located at the other end of the school in the Technology office. The backup process is carried 

out automatically, and two weeks worth of back ups are stored. 

 

 

 3.3 Guidelines For All Uses of the School Network 

Access to the school network will be provided for pupils and staff to carry out recognised 

school work only, but only on the understanding that the policy is adhered to.  

 

Computer (file) storage areas will be treated as school property. ICT staff may look at files and 

communications to ensure that the system is being used responsibly.  The school and CCBC  

has the right in law to monitor the use of internet systems in order to ensure the proper and 

lawful use of the system. Such monitoring is undertaken in line with the Data Protection Code, 

part 3 Monitoring at Work. 

Users expressly waive any right to privacy in anything they create, store, send or receive on 

the school’s computer system and accept that monitoring will take place. Users should not 

expect that their work and emails will be private, and should also be aware that members of 



the ICT staff can view any computer screen at any time from anywhere on the school network 

without the user’s knowledge. 

 

 Users are responsible for good behaviour on the network just as they are in an office,  
classroom or a school corridor. General school rules apply. 

 Eating, drinking and grooming and the use of aerosol sprays are forbidden near a 
computer as it may cause serious damage and are strictly prohibited. 

 All users have their own username/number. 

 Every user has their own password.  

 Users must not reveal your password to anyone. If a user believes someone has 
learned their password then it must be changed immediately. 

 Users must not trespass in other users’ folders, work or files. 

 The unauthorised access or use of personal information, contrary to the provisions of 
the Data Protection Act (1984), is not permitted. 

 Intentional damage to computers, computer systems or computer networks, including 
unauthorised damage or interference to any files is not permitted and may be 
considered a criminal offence under the Computer Misuse Act (1990). 

 Users must not install programs onto any computer. They must not bring in programs 
on memory stick, CD/DVD or download them from the Internet. 

 The unauthorised copying of software, contrary to the provisions of the Copyright, 
Designs & Patents Act (1988), is not permitted. 

 The installing, copying or transmitting of obscene material is not permitted and may be 
considered a criminal offence under the Obscene Publications Ac t 1959/1964 

 Users should always ensure they have completely logged off the computer before 
leaving it unattended. 
 

 

     3.4 Sanctions 

1. Violations of the above rules will result in a temporary or permanent ban on the user’s 
of the school network. 

2. Additional disciplinary action may be added in line with existing practice on 
inappropriate language or behaviour. 

3. When applicable, police or local authorities may be involved. 
 

 

      3.5 Images on mobile phones, cameras and computers 

 If staff become aware of an indecent image of a young person on any of the above, it 

must be reported to the appropriate senior member of staff. 

 It is an offence to look at the image, if you know it is likely to be of a child (under 18), 

there is the possibility of 10 year imprisonment. 

 The item holding the image should be isolated (NB. fingerprints) and it should be left for 

a senior member of staff to investigate. 

 It is illegal for anyone including the police to copy or save the image. 

      

        

 3.6 Guidelines for Use of the Internet 



Internet access will be provided for pupils and staff to conduct research and communication 

with others, but only on the understanding that users agree to follow these guidelines. These 

guidelines apply to both staff and pupils. 

 

 

       

 

  3.7 General 

 Users are responsible for good behaviour on the Internet, just as they are in a 
classroom or a school corridor. General school rules apply. 

 The Internet is provided to conduct genuine research and communicate with others. All 
the sites visited are recorded. Access is a privilege not a right and that access requires 
responsibility at all times. 

 Computer (files) storage areas will be treated as school property. ICT staff may look at 
files and communications to ensure that the system is being used responsibly. Users 
should not expect their work and emails would always be private. 

 During lessons, teachers will guide pupils towards appropriate materials. Outside of 
lessons, families bear responsibility for such guidance, as they must also exercise with 
information sources such as television, telephone, cinema, radio, newspaper, magazine 
and other potential offensive media. 
 

 

     3.8 The following are NOT permitted: 

 Sending, displaying, accessing or trying to access any obscene or offensive material. 

 Using obscene or offensive language. 

 Harassing, insulting or attacking others through electronic media. 

 Violating copyright laws. 

 Revealing any personal information, the home address or personal phone numbers of 
yourself or other people. 

 Downloading games or other executable programs. 

 Intentionally wasting limited resources or unnecessary or unauthorised activities. 

 Use of commercial activities by for-profit institutions. 

 Carrying on a private business. 

 Undertaking financial transactions on behalf of the school. 
 

 

     3.9 Check with a member of the ICT department before: 

 Opening unidentified email attachments 

 Completing questionnaires or subscription forms. 
 

 

     3.10 School Network Security Policy 

The school network is a valuable resource that is freely available to all pupils and staff from 

most computers situated throughout the school. Due to the wide variety of uses by hundreds of 

users, a number of precautions have to be taken to help ensure that the system is kept 

available and in full working order. 

      



3.11 Supervision 

 The use of the network should be closely supervised during timetabled lessons. It 
should be realised, however, that all users do have access to the network at other times 
and with very little supervision beyond the restrictions outline below. 

 ICT staff can view a computer screen at anytime from anywhere on the school network 
without the user knowing about it. 

 Normal classroom rules apply, and prohibitions such as eating, drinking, grooming and 
spraying aerosols are strictly reinforced due to the serious damage that may be caused 
to the equipment. 
 
 

     3.12 Network User Access 

 Access to the school network is available from any network station during the normal 
and extra-curricular school day. Staff are responsible to ensure that the stations in their 
classrooms and work areas are turned off at the end of the day. 

 All users are required to log on with their own personal username, which will remain 
with them throughout their time in the school. 

 All users have their own password to allow them to log on, which should not be made 
available to anyone else. 

 All network system and administration passwords are kept securely. 
 

 

      3.13 File Security 

 All users have their own area for storing their work on the network servers hard disk (on 
their ‘Y’ drive).  

 Precautions are taken to reduce the chances of infection by computer viruses via the 
Internet, email or memory stick. The antivirus software, which is installed on all school 
network stations and servers, is updated regularly. 

 Network stations cannot be booted up from a disc left in the disk drive. 

 A regular search is made for any executable program and zip files stored in the user 
areas. These are logged against the user then deleted. 

 The system performs a backup of all user files, curriculum drive, office drive and Sims 
data each night to a NAS box. A second backup is made to an additional NAS box as a 
precaution. 
 

 

      3.14 Software Inventory 

 An inventory should be maintained containing a record for each item of software that is 
available for use on the network and the number of licences held. 

 Licences and invoices must be kept securely by subject departments for filing in case 
proof of ownership is required. 
 

 

     3.15 Access to Software 

 All users receive desktop icons and start-menu-shortcuts to all the main application 
programs and common utilities. 

 Use of the main software packages is continually audited for each user. 

 Sites visited on the Internet are also audited and filtered – see our ‘Internet Security 
Policy’. 



     

 

 3.16 Hardware Security  

 An inventory must be maintained of all equipment together with make, model, serial 

number, date of purchase and location. 

 Rooms with computers must be locked overnight. Staff must ensure the safety of their 
laptop. 
 

 

     3.17 Electrical safety 

 All equipment attached to the main electrical supply is safety tested annually by CCBC. 

 The servers operate from an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) to protect against 
power surges and blackouts. 
 

 

     3.18 Fire Protection Measures 

 Waste material should be frequently removed from the computer areas. 

 A carbon dioxide (CO2) fire extinguisher is required in all main computer rooms and 
staff should ensure that they know where it is and how to use it. 
 

 

     3.19 Internet Security Policy 

The Internet is a valuable resource that is freely available to all pupils and staff on all our 

school network stations. Due to the ‘unsuitable’ nature of some material on the Internet and 

the possible misuse of email, a number of precautions have to be taken to help ensure that the 

systems are used responsibly. 

 

The use of the Internet will be closely supervised during timetabled lessons and extra-

curricular ICT sessions. It should be realised, however, that users do have access to the 

Internet at other times and with very little supervision beyond the restrictions outlined below, 

ICT staff can view a computer screen at anytime from anywhere on the school network without 

the users knowing about it. 

 

 Access to many, if not most sites considered to contain ‘unsuitable’ material is 
prevented by a filtering system used by CCBC 

 In the case of sites that the filters do not allow through but are of use to staff in their 
teaching, the education authority will allow use to the school on application. 

 Impero software is used to block access to unsuitable sites. 

 Precautions are taken to reduce the chances of infection by computer viruses via the 
Internet or email. The antivirus software, which is installed on all school network 
stations, is updated regularly 

 Pupils found searching for ‘unsuitable’ material or sending offensive email messages 
will have their access denied for a month and further actions taken depending on the 
nature of their offences. Repeated abuse of the facilities will result in further and more 
serious action being taken. 

     

 



 3.20 Data Protection Act (1984) 

 

The Data Protection Act (1984) is intended to protect the individual from unauthorised use and 

disclosure of personal information held on a computer system. If consists of the following eight 

principles: 

 

1. Personal data shall be held only for one or more specified and lawful purposes. 
2. Personal data held for any purpose shall not be used or disclosed in any manner 

incompatible with that purpose or those purposes. 
3. Personal data held for any purpose shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in 

relation to that purpose or those purposes. 
4. Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date. 
5. Personal data held for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept for longer that is 

necessary for that purpose or purposes. 
6. An individual shall be entitled, at reasonable intervals and without undue delay or 

expense, to be informed by any data user whether s/he holds personal data of which 
that individual is the subject, to have access to any such data, and where appropriate, 
to have such data corrected or erased. 

7. Appropriate security measures shall be taken against unauthorised access to, or 
alteration, disclosure, accidental loss or destruction of personal data. 

8. Personal data must not be passed to other organisations without the consent of the 
data subject. 
 

 

     3.21 Computer Misuse Act (1990) 

The Computer Misuse Act (1990) covers three offences: 

 

1. simple hacking, that is unauthorised entry to computer facilities via a computer. 
2. unauthorised access with criminal intent, that is hacking with the intention of 

perpetrating a more serious crime. 
3. unauthorised amendment or damage to data and covers among other things the 

introduction of viruses and time bombs. 
 

Anyone convicted of an offence under this can expect a fine of unlimited amount plus a prison 

sentence ranging up to a maximum of 5 years. 

 

Anyone suspecting that an offence has been committed should refer the matter to the 

Headteacher. 

 

      

 

      3.22 CT Code of Conduct and Practice for Pupils 

 

The following code of conduct is in each pupils’ planner and should be signed by both the pupil 

and the parent. 

 

1. Only use the IT suites when a member of staff is present and you have permission to be 
there. 



2. You are not allowed to eat or drink in the IT suites. 
3. Treat the equipment with respect. 
4. Always report any IT equipment fault to a member of staff, do not try to repair it yourself. 
5. Printing for school based work is free. Printing for your own use will be charged at 5p 

per sheet. 
6. Never trespass in others’ folders, work or files. 
7. All students have a responsibility to use our computers in a responsible way that will not 

cause offence to any other person in or out of school. 
8. If a student finds anything that could be considered offensive, this should be 

immediately reported to a member of staff. 
9. Any misuse of our computer system will result in serious action being taken by the 

school and parents will be informed. 
10. Students should not attempt to install or store software of any type on the computers. 
11. Students must not use the computers for commercial purposes eg buying or selling 

goods. 
12. Access should only be made via an authorised number and password, which should not 

be made available to any other person. 
13. The school reserves the right to examine or delete any files that may be held on its 

network or to monitor any Internet sites visited. Violations of these rules will result in 
withdrawal of access to ICT resources. 

14. Users must not use the Internet to obtain, download, send, print, display or otherwise 
transmit or gain access to materials that are unlawful, obscene or abusive. 

15. Please sign below to show that you agree with these guidelines and support our school 
in developing the use of ICT in students’ education. 

 

 

       3.23  Digital Streaming 
 
This refers to operating protocols for staff when using video cameras and other digital image 
recording devices, after playback in the learning setting.  
 

 Look after the data and keep it secure. If images are needed for a longer period than 
only store the images in your user area on the school network and delete obsolete files 
from the device. 

 Only use school equipment for the digital storage area ie  school laptop or the school 
server. These are all password protected and secure. Do not use personal equipment to 
store digital data. 

 Data should be stored for the minimum period that it is required for as a learning 
resource. If pupils wish to store their own images in their personal network user areas 
or digital storage devices then they become their own data and their own responsibility. 

 The use of laptops, learning pads and iPads to record should only be school equipment 
and not personal devices. These devices are all password protected and secure. A 
personal phone, for example, is not suitable. Only keep the data on the devices for as 
long as it is needed as a learning tool. If data needs to be stored for a longer period 
then it should be transferred to the school network and deleted from the portable 
device. 

 If a portable device is lost or mislaid it must be reported to the headteacher 
immediately. 



 The school recommends the use of iPads, as the screens are large and clear for 
playback in the learning setting and most importantly, if lost, the iPad can be remotely 
located and remotely wiped of any data. 

The overriding principle behind these protocols is that the use of video is an excellent tool for 
learning and assessment for learning, and the school actively encourages its use. However, 
the data must be used appropriately and stored securely. 
 

       

      3.25  Acceptable Usage 

 

      3.25.1 Internet Usage 

This is applicable to all employees of Heolddu Comprehensive. 

 

Legal risks: 

 If any member of staff views, creates, accesses, downloads or publishes material that is 

pornographic, libellous, defamatory, offensive, racist or obscene, the member of staff, 

the school and Caerphilly County Borough Council can be held liable. 

 If any member of staff unlawfully views, creates, accesses, downloads or publishes 

confidential or personal information, the member of staff, the school and Caerphilly 

County Borough Council can be held liable. 

 If a member of staff unlawfully or without permission views, creates, accesses, 

downloads or publishes material that is copyrighted the member of staff, the school and 

Caerphilly County Borough Council can be held liable. 

 

Additionally there are a number of acts that can be applied to internet usage: 

 The Data Protection Act 1998 

 The Computer Misuse Act 1990 

 The Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act, 1988 

 The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 

 Electronic Communications Act 2000 

 Freedom of Information Act 2000 

 Monitoring of Work – Code of Practice 2003 

 

The primary purpose for a user to have access to internet facilities is to enhance the efficiency 

and effectiveness of that user’s work for the school. Internet facilities must not be used to view, 

access, create download or publish material that is: 

 Pornographic or Adult 

 Racist, offensive or derogatory 

 Obscene 

 Bullying 

 Violent 

 Fraudulent 

 Likely to cause harassment to others 

 Confidential  



 Prejudicial to the organisation ‘s best interests 

 Not relevant to the business of the school 

 Likely to irritate or waste time of others 

 Likely to breach copyright 

 

It is unacceptable to use the school’s internet facilities for: 

 Gambling 

 Shopping, unless specifically purchasing for the school 

 Gaming 

 Instant messaging eg Microsoft messenger 

 Utilising peer to peer applications 

 Accessing chat rooms 

 

It is prohibited to use internet facilities for downloading software, music, videos and games 

unless there is a specific educational reason. 

 

Any accidental access to inappropriate content must be reported to the Network Manager, who 

will determine the course of action to be taken. 

 

The school uses a number of security controls to protect the network and information systems 

and it is prohibited to: 

 Circumvent or attempt to circumvent any security controls 

 Gain or attempt to gain unauthorised access to information by any means 

 Attempt to test or detect weaknesses in the security infrastructure 

 Attempt or intentionally disrupt the normal functioning of the internet or related services 

 

 

     3.25.2  Email Usage Policy 

In addition to the previous restrictions and prohibitions regarding the internet, users are obliged 

to use email in a responsible, effective and lawful manner.  

The legal risks: 

 

 If users send emails with any libellous, defamatory, offensive, racist or obscene 

remarks, the user, CCBC and the school can be held liable. 

 If users forward emails with any libellous, defamatory, offensive, racist or obscene 

remarks, the user, CCBC and the school can be held liable. 

 If users unlawfully forward confidential information, the user, CCBC and the school can 

be held liable. 

 If users unlawfully forward or copy messages without permission, the user, CCBC and 

the school can be held liable. 

 If users send an attachment which contains a virus, the user, CCBC and the school can 

be held liable. 

 

It is prohibited to: 



 Send or forward email containing libellous, defamatory, offensive, racist or obscene 

remarks. 

 Forge or attempt to forge email messages. 

 Disguise or attempt to disguise identity 

 Send email messages using another person’s email account. 

 

 

 

4. Monitoring, Review and Evaluation 

 

 

 

 

Adopted by Full Governing Body on: 

 

Review date: 

 

 

 

 


